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Chauvin Juror Is BLM Backer, Thinks Juries Must Foment
Social Change

YouTube/kare11

A second juror in the trial of former cop
Derek Chauvin, who was convicted of
“murder” in the death of drug addict George
Floyd, has spoken. Only this one admitted
that he didn’t tell the whole truth during voir
dire when he said he could impartially
weight the evidence.

Brandon Mitchell, the Post Millennial
reported, claimed that he knew little, if
anything, about the Floyd case. Yet he is
also a Black Lives Matter activist who
believes juries must be instruments of social
“change.”

Three days after the unjust verdict, an alternate juror confessed that she was terrified that the “wrong
verdict” might bring a mob of Black Lives Matter terrorists to her home.

The two admissions suggest that Chauvin did not receive a fair trial, an argument that leftist law
professor Alan Dershowitz advanced after U.S. Representative Maxine Waters of California threatened
mob violence unless the jury returned a guilty verdict.

The question now is whether Chauvin can reverse the verdict on appeal, or whether judges in higher
courts fear for their lives, too. Or maybe judges now believe, like Mitchell, they must catalyze social
“progress.”

REVEALED: Chauvin juror who promised judge impartiality now says people should join
juries ‘to spark some change’, wore BLM shirt in 2020https://t.co/XW5A8GcH6L

— The Post Millennial (@TPostMillennial) May 2, 2021

Background on Juror

The jury convicted Chauvin on April 20 despite evidence that Floyd was largely responsible for his own
death by ingesting an overdose of the powerful opioid fentanyl. The autopsy did not show life-
threatening injuries, but did reveal that Floyd was a very sick man. He had serious cardiovascular
problems and was infected with the China Virus.

A jury has found former cop Derek Chauvin guilty in the death of George Floyd after a show
trial that would have made Josef Stalin blush. https://t.co/RVqNifPMaq

— TheNewAmerican (@NewAmericanMag) April 21, 2021

Those facts didn’t move the jury, least of all Mitchell, despite what he said during voir dire.

On March 15, reporting on jury selection, Paul Blume of Fox9 tweeted that Mitchell, known as Juror 52,
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knew little about the civil case that had awarded Floyd’s family $27 million. Mitchell said he could be an
impartial juror.

“Judge Cahill asked Juror #52, whether he heard anything about the #GeorgeFloyd civil case,” Blume
tweeted:

He says, no. He explained hearing some basic info about trial dates, etc from the news in
recent months, but nothing that would keep him from serving as impartial juror.
#ChauvinTrial.

Juror #52 wrote in his jury questionnaire that he wondered why other police officers at the
scene did not intervene in #GeorgeFloyd deadly arrest. He recognizes the historic nature of
the case. Defense says he is an acceptable juror. So state’s turn to question.

Judge Cahill asked Juror #52, whether he heard anything about the #GeorgeFloyd civil
case. He says, no. He explained hearing some basic info about trial dates, etc from the news
in recent months, but nothing that would keep him from serving as impartial juror.
#ChauvinTrial

— Paul Blume (@PaulBlume_FOX9) March 15, 2021

But the defense might have been unaware that Mitchell was a big BLM fan.

Reported the P.M.:

In a Facebook post dated August 31, 2020, Brandon Mitchell was pictured … wearing a shirt
with the words “Get your knee off our necks” and “BLM,” which is short for Black Lives
Matter. This would directly contradict his claim that he had no prior knowledge of the case.

But even if Mitchell’s connection to BLM didn’t influence him, his view of what a juror should do,
relative to what he said during voir dire, clearly indicates that he was a biased juror.

He admitted that he thinks anti-black discrimination among cops is even worse than what leftist media
routinely show. “It’s well beyond what the media can even report, and sometimes there’s no way for it
all to be covered,” he said.

#52/6
1/2
-Black male: 30's
-In banking, coaches kids' sports
-Has witnessed police excessive force
-Discrimination is beyond what media can even report
-Police don't necessarily make him feel safe, but there are officers at his gym who are "great
guys"#DerekChauvinTrial pic.twitter.com/C0KhYln9F9

— Serene � (@MythSerene) April 18, 2021

Thus does Mitchell believe, as P.M. reported of his remarks during a recent interview, that juries must
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instead help change society:

I mean it’s important if we wanna see some change, we wanna see some things going
different, we gotta into these avenues, get into these rooms to try to spark some change.
Jury duty is one of those things. Jury duty. Voting. All of those things we gotta do.

Here’s the moment Juror #52 (Brandon Mitchell) from the Chauvin trial talks about jury
duty as a means for societal change. pic.twitter.com/xewZitQXvq

— Janet (@janetburke27) May 2, 2021

Where facts and evidence fit into that role for a jury Mitchell left unsaid. If the jury’s job is pushing
“change,” perhaps it might convict an obviously innocent white cop, or acquit an obviously guilty black
defendant. The scales, after all, must balance.

Feared Violence

Lisa Christensen, an alternate juror, confessed last week that she worried BLM terrorists would attack
her home and family.

Stunning Chauvin Juror Confession: I Was Worried About ‘Rioting And Destruction’ And
‘People Coming To My House’ To Protest Verdicthttps://t.co/A5XWJ08xRU

— The Federalist (@FDRLST) April 23, 2021

Though she would have voted to convict Chauvin, Christensen knew what would happen if the jury
acquitted the veteran cop: “I was concerned about people coming to my house if they were not happy
with the verdict.”

She should have been, given what happened in Brooklyn Center, where Christensen lives. After a cop
shot and killed thug Daunte Wright, a fugitive wanted for armed robbery, Maxine Waters showed up at
protest and warned the jury that it had better return the right verdict.

“Guilty, guilty, guilty” is what Waters wanted, or “we’ve got to get more confrontational.”

Dershowitz said the threat of violence tainted the verdict and that a higher court must overturn it.
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
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60-Day money back guarantee!
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